
Year 5
How has the fishing industry shaped 

Hull?





Our Power of 
Reading text this 
term has been …

In August 1914, 

Ernest Shackleton

and his brave crew 

set out to cross the 

frozen wastes of 

Antarctica, in what 

was to be the last 

expedition of the 

Heroic Age of 

Antarctic 

Exploration. Ahead 

of them lay 

unimaginable 

danger - ferocious 

seas, uncharted 

mountains, ice and 

snow.



Year 5 wrote adverts 
looking for brave, 

fearless men to help 
Shackleton on his 

journey



Lockdown gave us 
the chance to write 

informative 
paragraphs about 

Shackleton’s crew of 
dogs.

Shackleton took 69 dogs on his expedition but that 
wasn't all there was 99 to choose from these were all 
different mixed breads. These breads came from 
Canada. There are three types of dogs: wolves, 
wolfhounds and Eskimo dogs.

They crossed breads because the end results were 
substantially good. These included dogs that can pull 
more than their weight which is 100 pounds.

In Canada, 1914, 99 mixed dogs were shipped to London. Only 
69 were chosen to go on Shackleton's expedition. Shackleton 
and his crew all named a dog. These breeds were 
Newfoundlands, St Bernard, Eskimo dogs, Wolfhounds and 
wolves.

Shackleton took the dogs because he needed sled dogs. The 
dogs under took miles of ice and snow. Many crew members 
had a strong bond with their sled dogs.



Reading Shackleton’s 
Journey, we imagined 

what it would be like for 
Shackleton to lose a 

valued member of his 
crew. We used empathy 

in our writing.

Date - 1915 March 16th-17th

Dear Diary,
This expedition is hard enough as it is but now we’ve lost a crew member. Titus Otis 
had started to feel very ill a few days ago. He was so bad he just didn’t want to move 
poor man. We managed to persuade him to go on our afternoon march - we only 
managed a few mile. When darkness came, he seemed so much worse. He was very 
brave and didn’t complain, only thinking of his family. He somehow slept through the 
night. The next morning it was very bad weather and we had a blizzard. Titus told a 
few of us he was going outside and might be a while. We haven’t seen him since. He 
was a brave crew member and we’ll never forget him.

Saturday June 14th 1903

Dear Diary, I've lost track of time but Titus Oates is really ill and days cannot be counted. 
At least we have our compass. We're currently heading south Titus is insisting that we 
leave him in his sleeping bag to die alone but we weren't having it. We said that we are 
going to do everything it takes to keep him alive but we don't have much time. Titus is 
dying slowing and he keeps telling us to leave him, we won't let him get in our heads, so 
he keeps struggling. He's been trying to influence us for a while now but I didn't think it 
would go on this long and he keeps saying that" it is worth leaving him because he 
won't make it and end up getting everyone sick" but that's not true. Our surgeons have 
tried everything. A couple hours ago, he went for some fresh air but we haven't seen 
him since. I wonder where he is, and I hope that he's alive. He was a brave man. I wish I 
could see his poor soul one last time at least but may he is still in a better place now.



Poetry week allowed 
the children to look 

carefully at their 
vocabulary choices as 
they created poems 

from an iceberg.

I am who I am a vast diamond gliding magically on 

the cold water like a polar bear its paws paddling 

gently on the sea. I keep many things hidden from 

ships and boats but share all my secrets with seals 

and whales. We care for our home not like the 

people on land who wreck things they say are 

special to them. I look for those who are making my 

land disappear and with a shattering crash I smash 

into them I will do this until I melt.

I am who I am.

I glide with pride over the special sea,

I gleam like a diamond over it preciously,

and the pressured polar bears swim with 

me.

I'm melting and cracking because the sun 

shines on me gladly but its getting hotter 

every hour like a hot shower. This is one of 

the warmest, sweaty centuries.



Year 5 became 
authors and 
illustrators to 

publish their own 
stories



We created 
information texts 

about the 
Endurance.



We presented our 
writing on A3 spread 
pages to showcase 
Shackleton’s boat -

Endurance.















We used inference 
skills and historical 
skills to consider 
what medieval 

Britain would have 
been like



To answer the 
enquiry question we 
first needed to know 
what Hull was like in 

the 12th Century.



The beginning 
of Hull’s fishing 

industry  Hull's fishing industry has its very beginnings in the 

12th century, with the monks of Meaux Abbey. The 

monks owned and looked after 'Wyke-upon-Hull' as Hull 

was called then. In 1160 a 'charter' (special document) 

was granted to the monks by King Henry II, allowing 

them to fish in the Humber estuary, or just outside in the 

open sea.



 The fresh fish caught by the monks or local people were 

mainly sold locally. Roads in medieval times were narrow 

and uneven and usually in very poor condition. 

Transporting the fish would take a very long time, and the 

fish would have gone off before it reached its destination!

 Only the people living near the coast would have enjoyed 

fresh fish in medieval times, unless they were lucky 

enough to live near a river and could catch fresh fish like 

salmon, or were very rich and could afford to have their 

own fishing pond. Most people who lived inland in 

medieval times would have eaten salted and dried fish, 

which was extremely hard and had to be cooked for a long 

time to make it edible.

 The city records show that a fish 'shambles' (street) was 

established in Hull in 1517. Hull had important links to 

Iceland and imported salted fish in return for butter, 

timber and cloth, although this trading declined at the end 

of the 1500s as salted herring began to be imported from 

Scandinavia.



To enable children to 
develop their map skills, 

they had to learn to read a 
compass, recognise symbols 

and give directions to  
various cities across the 

United Kingdom



Year 5 developed their 
skills further by using the 

8 compass points to 
direct someone from the 

school to King George 
Docks.



Hulls Whaling 
industry



Hulls Whaling 
Industry 



We looked at ordnance 
survey maps to 

determine the location 
of points of interest in 

Hull  An OS (Ordnance Survey) Map is a useful tool if you are 

planning a route for a long walk off-road. It has symbols 

to explain the features of different areas so walkers 

know where and where not to go. You can download OS 

maps from the Internet or buy them in shops. 



We are beginning to 
use primary and 

secondary sources 
of evidence in our 

investigations.



Year 5 researched 
fishermen’s 

fashion and the 
concept of ‘3 day 

millionaires’ 



Life as a 
fisherman

 Fishermen had to work hard and long into the night or early 

morning. After fishermen had been at sea for days on end, they 

returned home where they would have to sort the fish ready for 

Auction in London. Hull brought in 1/3 of the nations fish in the 

1950’s and the 1960’s.

 The headscarf revolutionaries were the gutsy northern fishwives 

who took on the might of the British establishment in the wake of 

the nation’s worst trawler disaster. They campaigned and fought to 

improve safety in an industry that was killing their men. Their 

bravery and determination, in the space of weeks, forced major 

changes to UK shipping laws. 



We studied the artist 
Tula Moon and 

created our own 
interpretation of fish 

related to Hull’s fishing 
industry. 



We created 
atmospheric 

drawings using 
charcoal and 

chalk.


